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Resources for Teachers in a Time of Core Standards

NCTE Book Series
Four books, organized by grade level that feature:
- Authentic, useful advice from authors who work in real classrooms, with real students;
- An examination of the key features of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and answers to some common questions they raise;
- Vignettes from individual classrooms that show how teachers have developed their successful practice, complete with examples of student work and other artifacts;
- Helpful visual aids that demonstrate how NCTE principles of effective teaching can align with standards and suggestions for further professional development for both individual educators and communities of practice.

$24.95 member/$33.95 nonmember per book

Grades K-2, Susi Long with William Hutchinson and Justine Neiderhiser
ISBN 978-0-8141-4940-9, No. 49409

Grades 3-5, Jeff Williams with Elizabeth Hornan and Sarah Swoford
ISBN 978-0-8141-4941-6, No. 49416

Grades 6-8, Tonya Perry with Rebecca Monery

Grades 9-12, Sarah Brown Wesling—2010-2011 National Teacher of the Year—with Danielle Liille and Crystal Vonkooten

NCTE Virtual Conference Recordings
Four conferences, organized by grade level (K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12)
$150 per conference
Each conference includes four 60-minute session recordings focused on helping schools interpret the Common Core State Standards, contextualize and connect to the CCSS, and plan units of instruction keeping students at the center. Recordings can be downloaded and revisited as often as necessary.

K-12 Package Price: $450
Save $150 when you buy all four conferences for your school or district.
Package Includes:
- K-2 No. 15431
- 3-5 No. 15432
- 6-8 No. 15433
- 9-12 No. 15434
- K-12 No. 15435

To order visit www.ncte.org/store, or call us at 877-369-6283.
NCTE’s Peer-Reviewed Journals

Language Arts
Peggy Albers, Caitlin Dooley, Amy Flint, Teri Holbrook, and Laura May, Georgia State University

Voices from the Middle
Doug Fisher, Nancy Frey, and Diane Lapp, San Diego State University

English Journal
Ken Lindblom, Stony Brook University

English Leadership Quarterly
Susan Groenke, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Talking Points
Carol Gille, University of Missouri-Columbia

Teaching English in the Two-Year College
Jeff Sommers, West Chester University

College Composition and Communication
Kathleen Blake Yancey, Florida State University

College English
Kelly Ritter, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

Research in the Teaching of English
Mark Dressman, Sarah McCarthey, and Paul Prior, University of Illinois

English Education
Lisa Scherff, Florida State University and Leslie S. Rush, University of Wyoming

I love receiving the English Journal; it is the single most useful professional development resource I have.

—Jen Sabatelli, NCTE member and subscriber since 2004

NCTE members enjoy online access to ALL journals published more than two years ago!

NCTE National Council of Teachers of English

Join now: http://www.ncte.org/join
Subscribe today: https://secure.ncte.org/store/journals

Have questions? Call 877-369-6283.
Design units of study with the structure and flexibility you need

“When you create a unit of study, it’s tempting to think you know exactly what will happen on day 5, 13, or 18. But you can’t know. As soon as a unit starts, we begin making adjustments. This book shares a process for projecting a unit of study so you can make decisions as you respond to students each day.”

—Matt Glover and Mary Alice Berry

Praise for Projecting Possibilities for Writers

“Matt and Mary Alice balance the need for direction with writers’ individual needs. They prove that teachers can adhere to standards and still project units based on the students right in front of them.”

—Ellin Oliver Keene, coauthor of Mosaic of Thought

Read a sample chapter at Heinemann.com

Visit Heinemann.com to order online. To order by phone call 800.225.5800 or fax 877.231.6980.
English Language Learners in Literacy Workshops
Marsha Riddle Buly
Marsha Riddle Buly, a mainstream classroom teacher who became a reading specialist and then a specialist in bilingual/ELL education, shows how reading, writing, and language workshops can be used to help language learners in mainstream K-8 classrooms.
ISBN: 978-0-8141-2288-4  No. 22884
$31.95 member/$42.95 nonmember

Becoming Writers in the Elementary Classroom: Visions and Decisions
Katie Van Slyke
Katie Van Slyke demonstrates how to (re)claim our professional practice to ensure that young people have the opportunity to become competent, constantly growing writers who use writing to think, communicate, and pose as well as solve problems.
Principles in Practice imprint.
ISBN: 978-0-8141-0277-0  No. 02770
$24.95 member/$33.95 nonmember

Teaching Phonics in Context
David Hornsby and Lorraine Wilson
Through myriad classroom vignettes, experienced educators David Hornsby and Lorraine Wilson show just how phonics is taught and learned in literacy-rich classrooms.
ISBN: 978-0-8141-5227-0  No. 52270
$29.95 member/$39.95 nonmember

On Demand Web Seminars
3 Strategies for Reaching Language Learners in Literacy Workshops | No. 15355
Assessing Your Students’ Writing with Eyes of Possibility | No. 14971
Code-Switching: 1 Insight and 3 Strategies for Teaching Standard English in Urban (and Rural) Classrooms | No. 13587
$49.00 member/$99.00 nonmember

Visit our website: https://secure.ncte.org/store/
or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283
Explore Media Literacy with NCTE

Literacies, the Arts, and Multimodality
Edited by Peggy Albers and Jennifer Sanders

The chapters in this collection present a broad range of research and practice that demonstrates effective integration of study in the arts, multimodality, and new literacies into K–12 English language arts classrooms.

$30.95 member/$41.95 nonmember

Copyright Clarity: How Fair Use Supports Digital Literacy
Renee Hobbs

In her clear and no-nonsense voice, Renee Hobbs clarifies principles for applying copyright law to 21st-century education, discusses what is permissible in the classroom, and explores the fair use of digital materials.

ISBN: 978-1-4129-8159-0 No. 08717
$26.95 member/$35.95 nonmember

On Demand Web Seminars

Using the Arts and Technology to Support Critical Literacy
Presenters Peggy Albers, Jerry Harste, and Vivian Vasquez discuss visual and critical literacy and how they have supported teachers in rethinking literacy and in exploring new possibilities for the elementary English language arts classroom.

No. 14565
Yes, You Can Use Copyrighted Materials! Conquering Copyright Confusion
Learn more about how copyright law affects your lesson plans and curriculum.
No. 13963
$49.00 member/$99.00 nonmember

Pathways for 21st Century Literacies

NCTE’s Pathways for 21st Century Literacies professional development program helps teachers, schools, and districts examine what 21st century curriculum and assessment look like by tapping the rich resources and collaborations made available in a 21st century learning community. Resources include classroom videos, podcasts, On Demand Web seminars, online support, and a technical “how to” toolbox. Price includes access for one year.

$150.00 member/$200.00 nonmember/Call for team or school pricing

Scan the QR code to explore all media literacy resources.

Visit our website: https://secure.ncte.org/store/
or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283
Thoughts from the Editors

Baby Steps: Development as Incremental Process

Caitlin McMunn Dooley, Amy Seely Flint, Teri Holbrook, Laura May, and Peggy Albers

These days, sometimes child development gets lost in the midst of standards, assessments, pay structures, and curricular programs. Even the term “development” sometimes gets perverted to mean some set age- or grade-level requirement, even though most child-development researchers would agree that these predetermined levels rarely capture any individual child’s growth and progression. It’s time to reclaim the term “development” to mean a gradual progression—a process.

As any parent who has tried to potty train a child knows, children progress on their own schedule (listen to the Conversation Currents podcast, and you’ll understand this reference even more). We have yet to meet a child who can become potty trained on command or on someone else’s rigid time schedule. Yet so many children are eventually successful (thank goodness!). Likewise, literacy learning rarely adheres to a rigid time schedule, yet so many children—when given support and guidance—eventually do become readers and writers. And when they do not progress quickly, we can often blame the instructional environment more than an inherent lack of developmental ability within the child (Spear-Swerling & Sternberg, 1997).

Learning earlier doesn’t mean learning better. Take reading, for example. Some children may learn to read simple text by age four. Others may learn by age seven or eight. Early reading acquisition—or, as Jackson (1988) put it, “precocious reading ability”—is neither indicative of extraordinary intelligence nor instructionally advantageous (Jackson, 1988). Indeed, most children eventually do learn to read through incremental strategic development that occurs as they engage in mutually enjoyable literacy practices with caring others.

Children make incremental steps toward literacy with each experience, each expression, each excited moment when they share stories and information. These steps happen at different times for different children. Researchers have documented these incremental steps across the many dimensions of literacy learning (e.g., see Christ [2011] for vocabulary development; see Dooley [2011] for insights on comprehension development). Indeed, many teachers, parents, and researchers believe literacy learning begins before schooling and continues to develop throughout schooling (e.g., Doake, 1985; Dooley & Matthews, 2009; Dooley, Matthews, Matthews, & Champion, 2009; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Goodman & Goodman, 1979, 2009; Siegel, 2006)—but it takes a special adult to recognize all of the wonderful knowledge and skills that children bring to their learning.

We believe that good teachers are adept at looking closely at children’s developmental progress. They align instruction and adapt it to children’s needs—providing instruction at just the right moment to nudge each child to the next level, whatever that may be. Of course, good teachers also know that development comes in fits and starts, and different dimensions of literacy development do not occur along parallel paths. Thus, we educators are enlivened by the challenge to constantly revise our knowledge about how to help children learn. That’s the juicy stuff of teaching—the fun of understanding kids and helping them along their unique developmental paths.

In this issue of Language Arts, we want to refocus on the big picture: children’s development.
Children’s cognitive, social, physical, and emotional development are essential to healthy living. And at the end of the day, isn’t all academic learning really just a means to growing healthy, socially adept, and emotionally aware individuals who can seek happiness by reaching their potential? How do we, as literacy and language arts educators, create environments where each child’s unique developmental needs are met as they reach their learning potential? The articles and departments in this issue help us to imagine these kinds of environments.

In “Critical Lessons and Playful Literacies: Digital Media in PK–2 Classrooms,” Nicholas Husbye, Beth Buchholz, Linda Skidmore Coggin, Christy Wessel Powell, and Karen E. Wohlwend demonstrate how filmmaking and play come together in a process of children’s multimodal storying. Even in preschool and early elementary contexts, young children can take on sophisticated compositions; however, they do so in unique, childlike ways. This multiple-case-study research helps us to see how young children’s filmmaking can be a means to creative, multimodal expression.

Teachers who want to transform curriculum to be accessible for children at all different developmental levels should read the article by Louisa Kramer-Vida, Roberta Levitt, and Susan Kelly. In “Kindergarten Is More Than Ready for the Common Core State Standards,” they argue that the CCSS can be met and exceeded through the use of writer’s workshop in kindergarten. Through a yearlong professional learning experience, a group of kindergarten teachers transformed their writing instruction and improved young children’s learning by adopting writer’s workshop.

Karen E. Wohlwend understands that teachers value developmental lenses; therefore, she presents a tool that she calls a “Spider Chart” for teachers to identify how children are developing as readers. Her article, titled “A New Spin on Miscue Analysis: Using Spider Charts to Web Reading Processes,” offers a way for teachers to record and analyze miscues that new readers make as they progress.

Featured in each November issue is the profile for the NCTE Outstanding Educator. This year, JoBeth Allen is honored for her leadership and commitment to exemplary language arts instruction. Inspired by JoBeth’s work and career, Carmen Tisdale presents an endearing portrait of JoBeth and her many talents.

Research and Policy department editors Randy Bomer and Beth Maloch discuss discussion. They write about how policies and standards help and hinder the opportunities for children to engage in discussions. They conclude with suggestions to help teachers become active advocates as they create time, space, and contexts for the development of rich literature discussions among children.


The 2012 Orbis Pictus Award winners are presented in the Children’s Literature department. Fran Wilson, Barbara Chatton, Jan Kristo, Deborah Thompson, Lisa Morris-Wilkey, Cyndi Giorgis, and Sue Parsons bring us the best of the best in nonfiction books for children. This award was established in 1989 by the Elementary Section of NCTE. Enjoy this year’s picks!

Conversation Currents features Jackie Marsh and Vivian Vasquez, both experts in early childhood literacy and language arts instruction. Marsh and Vasquez discuss their view of development and what is so important about children’s development as these young minds become literate in our digital world. As Jackie notes, attention to development means knowing a child well enough “to offer just the right instruction at the right time.”

We hope you enjoy this issue.
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